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James Bay first caught my interest last year when Larry Cardo told me about it. It is the smaller bay off the 
southern end of Hudson Bay in northern Quebec Province, about 700 miles due north of Toronto. And yes, it 
is part of the Arctic Ocean! 

I never made it all the way to the Arctic Ocean on my Alaska trip, and this would be another opportunity. The 
road to James Bay, although paved, is isolated and lightly traveled, with the longest stretch between gas 
stops nearly 300 miles, which meant I'd have to carry extra gas, which meant it was beginning to sound like 
an adventure! I realize my idea of an adventure is a little tame, but for me it would be an adventure nonethe-
less.   

I left the morning of September 23, and by the end of the second day I had made it to Matagami, Quebec 
Province, 550 miles north of Toronto and the start of the Route de la Baie-James. This 420-mile long road 
was built between 1971 and 1974 to get machinery up to the sites in Northern Quebec along the Le Grande 
River where huge Quebec-Hydro dams were being built. The entire road is paved, but the wooded surround-
ings, narrow berms and minimal setback give the road a small and remote feel.  Traffic was almost non-
existent – sometimes it would be 20 or 30 minutes before I’d see another vehicle, mostly large trucks that 
were supplying the power stations and workers at the end of the road.  

When I got to my hotel in Radisson at the end of the road I was excited to see two groups of motorcyclists. 
One group of five from Massachusetts was going to ride the Trans-Tiaga Road the next day, a 435 mile long 
gravel road  branching east off the James Bay Road that provides access to additional dams along the La 
Grande River. It is a remote road, the northern most in Quebec, with few if any services. I might like to ride it 
someday, but I wouldn't want to do that one alone. 

On day four I made it to the Arctic Ocean, about 20 miles west of Radisson. It was an awesome feeling and 

without question the highpoint of my trip. I met several residents of Chisasibi, the Cree village nearby, who 

were heading out on their purpose-designed canoe for a weekend hunting trip. They invited me several times 

to join them, and had I been prepared I just might have done it. It would have been a memorable couple of 

days getting to know two welcoming natives and learning about their 

culture. 
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Route de la Baie-James 

By Wally Gingerich 



 

 

On the way back I took the North Road, a well-maintained gravel road east of the James Bay Road. The ad-

venture of riding gravel appealed to me, and I wanted to get more experience on gravel before tackling the 

Trans-Labrador Highway next year. And did I ever get experience! Well-maintained means the road had nice 

hard-pack tracks where the vehicles run, but it also means sections of loose gravel where the graders re-

cently maintained the surface. Since the surrounding terrain in this part of the world is sandy, the road was 

basically a sand and gravel mix. I thought I might go down at times, but luckily it never happened. On the plus 

side, I learned some good lessons for riding gravel roads: 

1. Stand on the pegs, with knees slightly bent. This dramatically lowers the center of gravity since 

your weight is now on the pegs rather than the seat, plus your weight is sprung letting the bike 

move around underneath you. Even putting your weight on the pegs while seated makes a big 

difference. 

 

2.  Let the bike find its own way. Keep a relaxed grip on the handlebars and do NOT attempt to steer 

it with the bars. The geometry of the bike coupled with the gyroscopic effect of the turning wheels 

causes the bike to stay upright on its own and move forward in a straight line. When you find your 

grip getting tight, relax! 

3. Use your feet to steer the bike, putting weight on the side you wish to move toward. This leans 

the bike rather than turns the front wheel, which is a big no-no. Turning the wheel too much when 

traction is iffy risks losing traction altogether and down you go.  

 

4. Faster is better than slower. It's like when a boat planes the water - it goes over the water, not 

through it. As the bike goes faster in sand and soft gravel it increasingly moves over the top 

rather than plowing into the road bed, as can be seen in the photo above. I found that 40-50 mph 

was about right today. 

 

5.  Look far ahead to pick your line. Looking at the road too closely in front of the bike makes you 

want to steer the bike when you shouldn't be worrying about that. The bike will go where you 

look.  

I made it home soon after nightfall on Day 9, 
tired from the 600 mile ride back from Maniwaki, 
Quebec. The adventure along the James Bay 
Road into remote northern Quebec Province was 
one to remember, and one to do again someday. 
We are indeed fortunate living in northeast Ohio 
to be so close to parts of the world that are still 
relatively remote and unsettled, and open to ex-
ploration on our motorcycles.  

(For more photos and narrative please visit my 

web site:  

gingerich.net/motorcycles/trips/James Bay/

default.htm 

Route de la Baie-James (contd) 
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Membership Meeting  

December 6th  7:00:PM 

Sill's Motor Sales 

1901 Brookpark Rd 

Cleveland 

 

 

Membership Meeting  

January 3rd 

7:00:PM - 9:00:PM  

Location TBD 

 

BMWMOC Holiday Party 

January 12th 

Location TBD 

 

 

Membership Meeting  

February 7th 

7:00:PM - 9:00:PM  

Location TBD 

 

Membership Meeting  

March 1st 

7:00:PM - 9:00:PM  

Location TBD 

 

Rock & Bowl 

Date– March TBD 

Fairview Lanes, 

21847 Lorain Rd.   

Fairview OH 

 

Membership Meeting  

April 4th 

7:00:PM - 9:00:PM  

Location TBD 

 

Membership Meeting  

May 2nd 

7:00:PM - 9:00:PM  

Location TBD 

 

Membership Meeting  

June 6th 

7:00:PM - 9:00:PM  

Location TBD 

 

 

 

      * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *                  
                  

 

BMWMOC Calendar of Events  
*visit www.bmwmoc.org (Calendar) for updated event information or call Phil Nerandzic for details (216-651-6451) * 
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Look Mom, No Hands! 
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Be Careful for What You Wish 
By Don Poremski 

If chronology controls this story, it would have to begin in August of 2011. The Suvanuzzi and I had a gravita-
tional lesson near Tennessee. I told some of you at the MOC Fall 2011 rally that the mishap had me shaken 
enough to give up two-wheeled transport, emphasis on sport. The file cabinet is where the Tri-Magnum plans 
had been stored since 1983, but they offered up what back then was going to be the solution to what I 
thought had been a divine warning about waning skills. A reverse trike called a Tri-Magnum.  

 

Okay, I whiffed on the resolve and secured a vintage Yamaha and got back on the road, but smoldering de-
sires had been bellowed into flame, and I proposed actually building one of these machines that uses a mo-
torcycle for most of the components and a hand built frame and body to complete. Well, nature’s forces have 
coalesced to force me to go ahead with that dream.  

 

A friend from Pennsylvania saw a Craig’s List ad for a Tri-Magnum that needed completion. An objet trouve, 
the frame components were mostly there, the body had been done up as per the kit plans thus saving hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of hours of labor. He went to assess the rig for me and sent back the photos included 
here. Did I want to also purchase the 1200cc Honda presently residing in that frame? No. But, I have commit-
ted to bringing the unfinished hulk here to Ohio. 

 

When completed, the trike will have my ZX-11D as the moving force, and I’ll carry forward the name it bore 
as well. The completed rig will be called Suvanuzzi Due. Eh, bene! Now come the other decisions. What will I 
do for a reverse? Will I mount a trailer hitch? It will be a 3-season ride, so does it get a stereo? What color will 
it wear? Maybe a neon-green with white and red accents to complete the Italian theme.  

 

Now, how will Ohio register the beast—bike or car? I’m chancing that, even though I had intended deep re-
search before committing capital to the task. My hope is that it will retain the Kawasaki paperwork. So why 
the story, you say? I’ve got to buck up my resolve to keep the project moving such that by the fall of 2015, I’ll 
have a working model. I ask that you fellow members keep asking me about the progress to keep me from 
backsliding. Those who most closely comply will get to ride in it. Mille grazie! 

 

Don’s Dream Three Wheeler?Don’s Dream Three Wheeler?Don’s Dream Three Wheeler?Don’s Dream Three Wheeler?    
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2012 Iron Butt Ride:  All in Ohio! 
By Marcial Ingal 

The ride: Saddle-sore 1,000 miles in 24 hours 

 

The riders: Larry Cardo, Paul Koontz, Marcial Ingal and Wayne Slepecky (rode ½ way). 

The start: Saturday, September 22nd at 5am.  The finish:  Sunday, September 23rd at 1am. 

 

This was my first Iron Butt ride.  Prior to this I had often wondered what it would be like to do an Iron Butt.  
Particularly I wondered if I could accomplish a ride like this on my bike, a 2007 BMW K1200R.  For me it was 
a quest for accomplishment, camaraderie and pure fun.  For IBA veterans Larry, Paul and Wayne this was 
just one of many Iron Butt rides. 

Preparation for the ride took about a 
week before.  Larry and Paul gave me 
tips on what to plan for mentally and 
physically.  Larry forwarded me an arti-
cle on how sleep cycles and sleep dep-
rivation could have an impact on the 
ride.  Thus, I learned a couple of key 
things a week leading up to the ride.  It 
is important to get a good night’s rest, 
for me a solid 8 hours.  The other thing I 
learned was to stave off caffeine.  Other 
than that, making sure you had a good 
system for record keeping, making sure 
you had a hydration system and plan-
ning out my prepared meals. 

Well it was a very early start on Satur-

day morning.   So I stayed at Paul’s house 
in Lafayette, so that we could start out to-
gether.   It was dark, cold and the roads 
were still wet from the night before.  Paul 
and I ride off to clock in at the gas station 
down the road it was 5:02am.  The first des-
tination was a rest stop to meet up with 
Larry and Wayne.   

In about 45 min. we rendezvoused on time 
at the rest stop on the Ohio Turnpike.  It 
was a quick greeting with the engines still 
running and we were on our way.  The next 
stop was Bowling Green, OH.  It was about 
a 2 hour ride.  By the time we hit our second 
stop, it was light out and the roads were dry.  
There was a mix up on which gas station to 
stop, but as long as your gas receipt was 
stamped we were good to go. 

Next destination- Cincinnati, OH.  I have a 5 gallon which is about a gallon range short of everyone else so 
we stopped a little sooner.  Several stops later we hit Cincinnati and were working our way over to Wheeling.  
I have to stay I started to fall into routine of stopping, fueling up on gas and nutrition.  I also learned my les-
son on keeping focused.  I once forgot to strap up my chin strap on my helmet, forgot to plug in my mp3 



 

 

At one point I forgot I had the gas nozzle in my tank and the gas was overflowing. 

About halfway to the other side of Ohio, Columbus, Wayne departed from the group and headed back up 
north.  We were also about halfway into the ride, approximately 500 miles.  So now it was down to three.  
This was the first time I had ridden this long of stretch and I still felt good.  It seemed like I was already fidget-
ing on my seat so Paul “saved my ass” by lending me his air hawk seat.  This certainly made a difference and 
made the last 500 miles a comfy one. 

The weather was fully cooperating 
with us.  By the time reached each 
destination: Wheeling, Canton and 
Marietta it was as if we were chas-
ing the rain.  By the time were in 
the Columbus area night started to 
fall so it was getting colder but still 
dry.  The importance of not having 
caffeine really started to pay off 
back in Marietta I took a 6 hour en-
ergy drink at about 14 hours into 
the ride.  I figured with the last 
stretch of the ride would be the 
most tiring and that we would be 
riding in the dark.  So by the time 
we rode through Columbus I knew 
were on the home stretch.  The 

nice thing about the entire in Ohio ride is that I was familiar with almost all the roads so it helps with the men-
tal part of the ride.  We were lucky as dawn struck so was a deer.  My concern was not the dark, the cold, or 
impending rain, it was DEER! 

So we hit our last stop with Larry at a rest area.  This was a very unusual event, as we stopped; I noticed the 
exact same bike as mine parked in the lot.  It was very surreal, I rarely see a bike similar to mine and I see 
one on the road in the middle of the night on a 1,000 mile run.  I thought I might have been hallucinating at 
this point of the ride… ha-ha.  Turns out it was gentleman who just purchased the bike in Ohio and was on 
his way home to Buffalo, NY.  So anyway, it was time to depart and we say our goodbyes to Larry and Paul 
and trek on back to our finish. 

We head through the Akron area and I have to say the last 50 miles of the ride seemed the longest.  It was 
cold, even with heated gear, and the energy drink was starting to wear off.  By the time we hit the gas station 
where it all started we timed out at 1:01am.  Just as soon as we got our receipts the gas station closed.  Talk 
about timing! 

So mission accomplished!!  1,005 miles in 20 hours with 13 logged stops.  It seems that this was a little slow, 

but it was my first time so I appreciated Larry and Paul’s patience with me the whole way.  They were great.  

They were great leaders, great instructors and just plain fun to ride with.  Glad Wayne was able to join us too 

as he is a veteran iron butt rider as well.  It was an excellent experience and I would definitely do it again!  I 

just don’t know if I would do it again on my bike. 

2012 Iron Butt Ride:  All in Ohio! (cont’d) 
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After a three year hiatus from off-road riding, I recently picked up a ’99  Husqvarna  WR250 that was con-
verted to a street legal title. I got it prepped just in time to make my return to the dirt at the Baby Burr Dual-
Sport put on by the Enduro Riders Association. 

 

The trails on both days were a blast and I managed to complete everything except the two A / AA loops 
which I skipped rather than risking injuries on my first weekend back in the dirt. In retrospect, I probably 
would have been fine on them, but I had a great weekend and was tired out at the end of each day without 
them. 

 

Saturday went OK for me except that I forgot how to ride a dirt bike for a while! The first turn into the woods, I 
grabbed a handful of front brake and went heading off into the shrubbery - oh yeah, not a street bike and not 

tarmac. I tasted dirt and bark a few times 
by being on the wrong peg at the wrong 
time on off camber stuff and lost one ra-
diator shroud in the process. I also sat 
way too much and am paying the price 
with swollen cheeks. Need a visual? 
T h i n k  b a b o o n  m a n . 
 
On Sunday, I started remembering how 
to ride again, but felt the need to make 
the day even longer. I stopped to help a 
Husaberg rider with a flat and donated 
my spare tube and a couple CO2 car-
tridges right before lunch. (first 1/2 hour 
lost)  

Near the end of the day, I passed my 
riding partner (my bike's previous owner, 
now on a 2010 WR300) in the woods, 
but he didn't realize it was me. I finished 
the section and waited a while before 
walking back in to check on him since I 
didn't hear his motor. In the mean time, 
he was wondering why I never caught up 
and started riding the trail backwards 
looking for me. Eventually, he gave up 

and headed back in my direction and I met him in the woods on foot. Thankfully, I was able to follow the 
sound of his motor out instead of the trail and headed cross country to save a bit of time. (another hour down 
the drain) Finally, on the last section (bypassing the AA loop) we came up on a guy walking out because his 
KTM's tank had run dry. My riding partner rode two up with him to the exit on the road to get to his buddies 
who had decided not to wait for him. At that point we hatched a new plan and he hopped on the back of my 
bike to ride the trail backwards back to his bike and transfer fuel from my bike to his. (30 more minutes gone)  

 

It worked and we all rode out, but the sweep crew caught up while we were transferring fuel. Aside from do-
nating an hour to the karma that keeps my bike from breaking on the trail and spending another hour on a 
nature hike, I picked up a good chunk of my old speed on Sunday and stopped making as many mistakes. All 
the fast trail sections probably helped, but I felt a lot more comfortable in the tight stuff too. Overall, a fabu-
lous return to the dirt world. 

The Dirt World 

By Jonathan Kaesgen  
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This season turned out to be a one track day event for me.  This year I decided to go back to the site of my 
first track day, Grattan Raceway in Belding, MI.  My first track dates back to 2008.  This however, would be 
my third time here and my fourth track day ever.  Grattan was recently resurfaced.  Because of this, I was 
even more excited to be back.  The Grattan website describes its track as “a 2.0 mile long winding, hilly road 
course with 10 very challenging corners.  Uphill, downhill ascending and descending radius turns monza 
bowl, esses, a hidden apex hairpin, and even a downhill reverse camber corner, combined with a 3,200’ 
straight makes for a FUN course.” 

This track day took place on a Monday, May 21, 2012.  This was co-sponsored event by three BMW Motorcy-
cle dealerships in the Michigan area: Southeast, Detroit and Grand Rapids.  As such, the price of admission 
$125 was well worth the planned track day as they have now been doing this for a number of years.  I made 
the 278 mile trek from Rocky River to Belding the day before.  I trailered my bike and the drive took about 5 
hours.  I arrived at the hotel later than I planned but although it was late, it is always exciting to arrive at the 
hotel to see a bunch of bikes on trailers.  The hotel was $81/night, the track day rate.  Even with all the ex-
citement of a track day I was able to sleep pretty soundly. 

The 6 AM alarm came quickly, and it was time to fuel up at the complimentary continental breakfast.  It was 
there that I ran into other riders getting ready for the track day, so the excitement started. 

 

Registration started at 7:30 AM where you sign in and decide which  group you will be riding in.  There were 
three categories running that day: Novice, Intermediate and Advanced.  I chose Novice because even though 
I have track experience, I don’t do enough track days in a season to consider myself other than novice.  Also, 
because it is early in the season I use this event as a refresher and tune up for the upcoming riding season.   

Soon you start to see riders pulling their bikes off their trailers and getting ready for tech inspection. After 
everyone goes through inspection an all-rider briefing is held at 8 AM.  It’s then we were greeted by the Track 
Day School STT (Sport Track Time).  We were also welcomed by the different BMW dealerships.  Also in at-
tendance to say a few words was the BMW Ambassador Nate Kern.   I would estimate that  there were at 
least 80 riders.  The biggest group of riders were in the Novice category.  The first group out was Advanced 
followed by Intermediate.  The Novice group went right into the class session which was held every hour on 
the hour.  Each group had 20 minutes of track time each session. 

Soon the Novice group was broken up in groups of 5 from the fastest to the slower group.  I landed myself 
toward the slower group because I knew I could move up later if I wanted.   One of the most important les-
sons I’ve learned through all my track experience is you have to “learn to go slow to learn to go fast.”  You 
should always check your ego at the door because a track day does not reward trophies at the end of the 
day.  

Each group had about seven sessions of track time, so that 
is a little over 2 hours and believe me that is a lot.  Each 
hour you get 20 minutes of class, 20 minutes to relax and 
get ready then 20 minutes on the track.  Lunch is also pro-
vided and gives everyone an hour to relax.  Over the course 
of the day you get tired and some riders even choose to opt 
out the last one or two sessions.  You also have to consider 
the drive home too.  For me, I decided not to ride the last 
session.   

I had blast this track day.  The track was in excellent condi-
tion, the weather cooperated and the track coaches were 
very helpful.  I always learn something new each track day..  
I not only moved up to the faster group toward the end of the 
day, but I also moved up to the Intermediate group.   It was 

a long ride home but a good one because I didn't wreck and felt great about the day. 
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Track Day 2012 :  Back to Gratten 
By Marcial Ingal 
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Sue’s Got New! 
By Sue & Mike Sikora 

Sue’s Yamaha 400 had taken her to the RA Rally in the UP, the Biltmore Rally in Asheville, the BMWMOA 
event in Gray, Tennessee along with a couple of trips to Coudersport and numerous group rides with the 
BMWMOC.  Only one issue with the CV clutch at 28,000 slowed her down and she persisted in reminding 
Mike just how reliable that scooter has been and that the Majesty had saved his butt a couple of times when 
his RS suffered mechanical issues. She finally gave up and agreed to at least test ride the new BMW C650 
GT Scooters! 

 It was raining when we arrived at 
Sill’s for the demo run. The 15” 
wheels were nice, the suspension 
was better than on her Yamaha and 
she definitely approved of the color 
(red). The main attractions were the 
heated grips and heated seat!  

 

It was all over when she returned 
from her intro ride and had to face 
that fast-talking, high-pressure sales 
guy Dom!  

 

Papers were signed, plates were 

transferred and “Her Majesty” now 

has a new home after 34,627 miles! 

 

 



 

 

 

  

This year a friend from work and I were both turning 50 this year so we decided to take a long motorcycle ride 
to mark the occasion. We decided to go to Nova Scotia. Our adventure stared on August 4th. I was riding my 
BMW R1200R and my friend Greg was riding his Suzuki V-Strom 1000. We left Chardon, Ohio at 7:00 am 
Saturday morning. The goal was to be in Nova Scotia on Sunday night. We took 90 East to Albany then back 
roads thru Vermont and New Hampshire. We camped in Eastern New Hampshire Saturday night.  

 

Sunday we got on the road early. Taking a combination of freeway and back roads we headed north thru 
Maine. We crossed the border into Canada at Calais. The temperature was pleasant in the mid 70’s. We 
crossed the border to Nova Scotia around 4:30. A stop at the welcome center and we found a nice camp 

ground a few miles away. The lady at the welcome center told us 
that the weather was going to be cloudy and rainy for Monday and 
Tuesday but Wednesday was going to be a nice sunny day. Our 
plan was to ride the Cabot Trail while we were in Nova Scotia so 
we decided to do that on Wednesday. 

 

Monday morning we decided to head down the West coast of the 
island. As we were heading down the coast we looked out into the 
Bay for Fundy and all we could see was mud. Where was all of 
the water we wondered? We stopped at the Walton lighthouse for 
a break. While we were there we got to talking to the park ranger 
at the light house and he said that the tide was out and by 5:00 
PM that evening 

there would be 50 feet of water over that reef out there. The 
area around the light house used to be a big shipping area 
years ago and the ranger showed us some photos of ships sit-
ting in the mud waiting for the tide to come back in. From there 
we went thru Halifax and to Peggy’s Cove. It was rather foggy 
on the west coast so the photos of the Peggy’s Cove light 
house were not the best. Monday night we camped at one of 
the state parks on the West cost of the island. The camp 
ground was very nice. 

Tuesday morning it started raining just as we were finishing 
packing our bikes. We put on our rain gear and headed out. 
Our goal was to get to Baddeck which is on the West coast of 
Cape Breton Island. Baddeck is just south of the Cabot Trail. 
We rode in the rain all day. The rain was just stopping as we pulled into Baddeck. We decided to spend the 
night in a small hotel in Baddeck so we could dry out and be ready to ride the Cabot Trail on Wednesday. 

Wednesday morning we woke to a bright blue sky with puffy white clouds. We were on the road by 6:30 AM 
so we could ride the Cabot Trail before the crowds came out. It was wonderful riding on the Cabot Trail. It 
was like riding thru the mountains of West Virginia but the view is MUCH better. We rode the Cabot Trail 
counterclockwise so we were on the coast side of the road. We decided to go to Meat Cove which is on the 
far northern tip of Cape Breton Island. The view from Meat Cove was amazing. There is a small camp ground 
at Meat Cove with primitive camping. It would have been great to camp at Meat Cove. At the end of the day 
on Wednesday we camped at the same place we camped at on Sunday night close to the border of Nova 
Scotia.  

Thursday was spent heading home thru Canada, Maine, and New Hampshire. We wanted to go to the top of 
Mt Washington. On Thursday late afternoon we were at the base of Mt Washington. The ride to the top was 
amazing. We were almost to the top when we went into the clouds. At the top it was 45 degrees, cloudy, with 
a 20 MPH wind. The ride back down was easier than the ride up. 
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New Scotland (Nova Scotia) 

By Roger Lohrey 



 

 

I had always wanted to return to see the national parks out west.  When my late wife and I got out of gradu-
ate school in 1974 we took a six week trip out west.  Our theory was that with jobs and kids on the horizon, 
we would not be able to take a long trip anytime soon.  Sure enough we were right.  I had a Dodge Maxivan 
and we had a friend who used a wheelchair.  She needed to get to Denver to pick up a van with hand con-
trols.  These types of vans, while common today, did not exist in Ohio in the 1970s.  We loaded her, her 
wheelchair, her husband and my wife’s then two year old son into our van and left to Denver.  After dropping 
our friend off to pick up her new van, my wife and I, with her son in tow, traveled north out of Denver.   With 
no agenda, we traveled to Rocky Mountain National Park, Yellowstone, west to the Pacific coast, down high-
way 101 to San Diego, to the south rim of the Grand Canyon and then Mesa Verde before returning home.  
Almost 35 years later with kids grown and some vacation time available at work I wanted to see several parks 
I had not visited many years ago.  After the death of my wife I remarried four years ago to a marvelous 
woman, Gail, who loves to ride with me. 

 
We shipped my BMW R1200RT to BMW of Denver which graciously allowed my bike to be delivered to their 
dealership.  We flew out to Denver, arriving at 10:30AM with a goal of getting to the shop, pick up the bike 
and get on the road by noon.  We left west on I-70 leaving Denver to ride through western Colorado into 
Utah.  We arrive in Moab which is the closest town to Arches National Park six hours later.  My plan was to 
have a drive day to each new location and have a day to explore.  We visited Arches, Bryce, Zion, Grand 
Canyon-North Rim, Antelope Canyon and Natural Bridges National Park before meeting some friend for a 
couple of days in Colorado Springs before returning to Denver to drop the bike off and a flight back to Cleve-
land. 

While I had done a lot of research preparing for the trip, I discovered the temperature at the various national 
parks would range between 36 to 77 degrees.  I had planned on taking my Roadgear heavy motorcycle 
jacket which would be perfect for these temperatures.  Within days of the trip however the temperatures at 
Zion and Antelope Canyon were going to be in the 90s.  This would be too hot for my heavy jacket and at the 
last minute I decided to bring my summer weight Olympic vented jacket.  When I arrived at Denver and tried 
to pack all of the gear into our side and top cases it was clear I could not take both jackets.  So I left my 
heavy jacket at the dealership and off we went.  We were fortunate that the temperatures each day was be-
tween 60-90 degrees and the jacket worked fine.  Prior to the trip I also put a rack on my top case so I could 
carry a bright yellow Ortlieb bag.  Several days into our trip we realized we brought too much gear including a 
heated vest, winter gloves etc, which we probably were not going to need.  We went to a UPS store, pur-
chased a cardboard box and shipped a bunch of gear back home.  This was a great move since we did not 
have to cram our stuff each day into our cases/bags.  From then on our packing each day was much easier. 

 

Much of the riding between parks was on highways.  With only 10 
days to travel, taking time on back roads was not in the cards.  
That didn’t matter because the scenery of southern Utah is beauti-
ful.   A speed limit of 75mph helped us get to the next destination 
faster. 

I consider myself to be a rider of average skill.  While I have taken 
several safety courses including over the road I admittedly am a 
little on edge with tight turns in unfamiliar areas.   I had a terrifying 
experience on the road up to Mt. Washington, New Hampshire last 
year, in the rain and fog, but I digress.  Given I was riding through-
out Colorado and Utah there were plenty of curvy roads.  With one 

exception the riding was great.  However, the road up to Natural Bridges included gravel, hairpin turns and no 
guardrails, of course.  This 20 minute excursion with a fully loaded bike with my wife on the back in first gear 
was no fun.  Did I mention the 1,000’ shear drop off of the edge the whole way up?  Give me gentle sweepers 
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Southern Utah & Colorado 
By Steve McPeake 



 

 

with scenery any day.  If I never see a hairpin turn, with no guardrail and a vertical drop, guaranteed to end 
one’s existence, I’ll die a happy man. 

 

The parks were marvelous.  It seem like the next park was better than 
the previous one.  Often the attractions in each park required hikes of 
0.5-1.5 hours, which was fine by us.   At an altitude of 5-7,000’ hiking 
up trails with a 500’ ascent took some work.  The hike out to Delicate 

Arch at Arches National Monument is a 
typical example.  It is 1.5 miles each 
way with a round trip at probably 3 
hours, but well worth it.  We were fortu-
nate in traveling in early October as 
the parks were not crowded.   There is 
no doubt you need to be in good physi-
cal shape to make many of the hikes. 

 

Our trip from Colorado Springs back to 
Denver to drop the bike off at the deal-
ership was an experience.  Since I had 
already shipped my heated vest home 
to save space, we had to layer up as the temperature on the 1.5 hour ride back to Denver was 34 degrees.  It 
was the first time I saw the freezing display on my bike appear.  If we had to ride much longer we would have 
gotten cold, but the short ride was fine. 

 

Overall the trip was great.   After 2,000 miles the parks were wonderful with plenty of opportunity to sightsee, 
hike and take plenty of pictures. 

 

 

 

 

Travel Adventures (continued) 
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For Sale!For Sale!For Sale!For Sale!    

I was recently faced with resurrecting two airhead Beemers and handling some niggling details on two others, in-
cluding my oil-head.  Not an exciting prospect when you’re not very mechanically adept (me).  Made calls to two 

independent BMW service people, no call-back.  None!  Now what? 

 

I had prior experience with a Steve Hutson, who had solved other mechanical situations for me, including balanc-
ing of a badly-vibrating mower deck, diagnosing engine problems, solving electrical and carburetor issues, some 
steel fabricating, and numerous other challenges that involved three tractors and an industrial lawn mower.  
Steve, having many technical talents, also rides a crotch rocket, so he’s no stranger to motorcycles.  Was he in-
terested in these Beemer projects?  Thankfully, yes. 

Steve brought my R100RT back to life.  It had been parked (without storage preparations, but in my garage) for 
five years.  Rings, valves, alternator, carburetors, brakes, exhaust system, fuel tank, side-stand, you name it; 
much attention was needed.  Similar challenges were addressed with my son, David’s, R60/5, which had also 
parked for an equal time.  Now, both bikes are up and running great!  Steve was also able to find some really 
good pricing from alternate sources for many needed parts. 

 

He is thorough, technically competent, and misses nothing.  Of perhaps greater importance, he’s honest and his 
work is reasonably priced.  With four motorcycles—plus yard equipment—in my little garage—I’m forced to re-
duce the fleet.  I must part with at least one bike; my R100RT is now for sale.  I have no compunctions about sell-
ing it to a club member, a friend.  As a result of Steve’s work, this bike will serve the next happy rider, local or 
cross-country, for many miles. 

Resulting from these positive experiences, I am an advocate for Steve Hutson and his good work; I recommend 
him highly.  If your bike needs maintenance or repair, call him; you will rest assured that the work he does will be 
properly accomplished, and will also be a great value.  He makes this all happen in a back-yard shop in Walton 
Hills, which can be problematic in wet weather due to having to cross a lawn for access.  That said, it’s well worth 
it.  You can reach Steve on his cell phone:  440 317-2333, or acomp917@hotmail.com. 

 

1984 BMW R100RT  FOR SALE (referenced above) 
$4,150.00 

68,835 Miles, Aux. Running Lights, Fog Lights, Priority Lights, Upgraded Charging System, Aux. Fuel Tanks, 
Corbin Touring Saddle, Passenger Backrest, Saeng Detector Mount, New Tires, Recent Brakes, New Bat-
tery, New Piston Rings, Valves, Great Bike, Very 
Good Condition. Needs Cosmetics,  

Due to travel schedule, may be unable to reply 
until November 20th 

Jerry Bruce 

440 476-1600 Cell 

440 232-2300 Res. 

440 232-2333 Fax 

jerrybruce@roadrunner.com 

By Jerry BruceBy Jerry BruceBy Jerry BruceBy Jerry Bruce    A Motorcycle TechnicianA Motorcycle TechnicianA Motorcycle TechnicianA Motorcycle Technician    



 

 

This year brought a new event 
to the club. During a member-
ship meeting in the spring, I 
became aware of how many 
members are not only motor-
cycle enthusiasts but also gun 
enthusiasts.  Since I was in 
the process of installing a 

shooting range on my farm, it was a natural to mix the 
two. 

The first Scoot ‘n Shoot was scheduled on July 29th. 
It was decided that Sunday was a good day for most 
since several members worked on Saturday.  We met 
at 10 AM at our place south of Medina and 18 bikes 
showed up. 
We rode first 
because I 
h a v e  a 
church as a 
neighbor on 
the north 
boarder of 
my property 
and church 
services and 
bursts from 
semi-automatic pistols  didn’t seem like a good mix. 

It was a beautiful sunny morning and we rode back 
roads to Fin, Feather and Fur in Ashland. The ride 
wound through farm land with a mix of beautiful vis-
tas, twisties and even a technical uphill  200 degree 
left turn.  

The stop at “The Fin” let folks browse the store and 
many walked out with targets, ammunition, and 
clothes, but no new guns.  Back on the bikes and a 
leisurely hour ride back to the our place , again on 
secondary roads. 

Back at the farm, Diane and Nancy had fired up the 
grill and prepared hot dogs, sausages and other de-
lectable  goodies to satisfy our appetites. I didn’t take 
long for the group to make their way back to the 100 
yard shooting range at the back of our property. 

There was a wide range of arms brought by everyone 
in many calibers. Most folks brought pistols and there 
were also a couple of nice carbines .    Everyone was 
very conscious of safety and respectful of others dur-
ing the range time. 

There was enough positive feedback that a second 

Scoot ‘n Shoot was sched-
uled for September 23rd. 
The weather in Medina was 
cool but sunny. At 10 AM 
there were only a few bikes 
here. Marcial Ingal was here 
as he stayed at our house 
for the weekend. Marcial, 

Larry Cardo and I did  an Iron Butt ride in Ohio the 
day before. The Sikora’s arrived and then Joe Con-
way and his neighbor on her Harley arrived and they 
were both wet. It was pouring down buckets in the 
Cleveland area… lake effect rain! Then Troy Todd 
arrived from near the PA boarder. 

 

We ran a similar 
route to the July 
ride back to the 
Fin. The day was 
cool, windy and 
partly cloudy. 
The scenery was 
accented by the 
incredible clouds 
and some of the 
vista were  breathtaking. We enjoyed dishes brought 
by everyone and the remains of the sausages from 
the Oktoberfest outing. 

Plans are  to schedule more Scoot ‘n Shoots next 
year. 

 Here is our fearless leader with an AR15 just havin’ 
fun!!! 
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Scoot ‘N Shoot  
By Paul Koontz 



 

 

The Inaugural race of the Akron Marathon in 2003 attracted 3,775 runners. BMWMOC was invited in 
2006 to provide transportation for an on-course reporter to provide real-time coverage of the Men’s 
Marathon to fans waiting at the finish line inside the Akron Aero’s Stadium. The next year grew to three 
members of BMWMOC providing on course coverage of both the Men’s and Women’s Marathon and the 
addition of a cameraman providing video coverage of this rapidly growing event.  

 

The Akron Marathon was selected as one of the Top Ten Marathons in 2008 and the 2009 event grew to 
10,000 participants. The event continued to grow and the 2011 race became the largest marathon relay 
in the U.S. as the event generated an economic impact of $5.2 million dollars to the Greater Akron area! 

 

Saturday September 29th found Wally Gingerich, Paul Koontz, and Mike Sikora  downtown Akron at 5:30 

AM as the race participants began to arrive - 2,000 full Marathoners, 4,500 Half-Marathoners and 8,500 

relay runners signed up to celebrate the 10th Anniversary. Lead cars were provided for the Marathon, the 

Half-Marathon and the Relay and these were wrapped in bright yellow skins with the 10th anniversary 

logo on the roof.  On the sides were the names of each participant and the cars were surrounded as the 

racers searched for their names. Music filled the air as we waited for the start!  BMWMOC members pro-

vided “rides” for live TV coverage and “play by play” description of the race similar to the Tour de France 

Bicycle Race. 
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The Akron Marathon 



 

 

The photographs are teasers for the next issue of CCN when some of the adventures will be 
shared! {ie. ~$10.00 /gal for fuel in Italy & the Super Glue® Challenge!} 
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Touring Spain, Tuscany, Provence & Andorra 
By Paul Mitchell & Linda Pollack 

The Travel Route of 1,700 Miles!The Travel Route of 1,700 Miles!The Travel Route of 1,700 Miles!The Travel Route of 1,700 Miles!    A Mounted Brass Band in BarcelonaA Mounted Brass Band in BarcelonaA Mounted Brass Band in BarcelonaA Mounted Brass Band in Barcelona    

Twisties in the French AlpsTwisties in the French AlpsTwisties in the French AlpsTwisties in the French Alps    Twisties in the Pyrenees of SpainTwisties in the Pyrenees of SpainTwisties in the Pyrenees of SpainTwisties in the Pyrenees of Spain    

A Chateau in ProvenceA Chateau in ProvenceA Chateau in ProvenceA Chateau in Provence    
A UNESCO World Heritage Site . . .  3A UNESCO World Heritage Site . . .  3A UNESCO World Heritage Site . . .  3A UNESCO World Heritage Site . . .  3rd rd rd rd Century CarcassonneCentury CarcassonneCentury CarcassonneCentury Carcassonne    
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Touring Spain, Tuscany, Provence & Andorra (cont’d.) 

How To Make A Crepe!How To Make A Crepe!How To Make A Crepe!How To Make A Crepe!    Riding in the French “Grand Canyon”Riding in the French “Grand Canyon”Riding in the French “Grand Canyon”Riding in the French “Grand Canyon”    

Gas Was ~$11.30/gal At This Stop!Gas Was ~$11.30/gal At This Stop!Gas Was ~$11.30/gal At This Stop!Gas Was ~$11.30/gal At This Stop!    “French” French Fries!“French” French Fries!“French” French Fries!“French” French Fries!    

Granny PantiesGranny PantiesGranny PantiesGranny Panties    Sustainable?  Only 1,700 years old and has  Sustainable?  Only 1,700 years old and has  Sustainable?  Only 1,700 years old and has  Sustainable?  Only 1,700 years old and has  

hotels restaurants, gardens, pubs . . .hotels restaurants, gardens, pubs . . .hotels restaurants, gardens, pubs . . .hotels restaurants, gardens, pubs . . .    


